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Abstract

The impact of many intensive care unit interventions has not been fully quantified, especially in heterogeneous
patient populations. We train unsupervised switching state autoregressive models on vital signs from the public
MIMIC-III database to capture patient movement between physiological states. We compare our learned states to
static demographics and raw vital signs in the prediction of five ICU treatments: ventilation, vasopressor administra-
tion, and three transfusions. We show that our learned states, when combined with demographics and raw vital signs,
improve prediction for most interventions even 4 or 8 hours ahead of onset. Our results are competitive with existing
work while using a substantially larger and more diverse cohort of 36,050 patients. While custom classifiers can only
target a specific clinical event, our model learns physiological states which can help with many interventions. Our
robust patient state representations provide a path towards evidence-driven administration of clinical interventions.

1 Introduction

Patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) receive a myriad of interventions to control and respond to their rapidly
changing physiological conditions. The quality of their care depends on clinical staff combining large amounts of
heterogeneous clinical data to understand the severity of their illness - also called acuity. While ICUs continue to
expand their role in acute healthcare delivery [39], only 10 of the 72 ICU interventions that have been evaluated in
randomized controlled trials correlated with better survival [28]. Adverse events in ICU patients are often preceded by
a period of physiologic deterioration on the order of hours, and a lack of early recognition of physiologic decline can
play a major role in the failure to rescue patients.

In this work, we evaluate unsupervised patient representations on the task of predicting an impending need for an in-
tervention in the ICU. Early prediction is an important task in the ICU setting, as early prediction can ensure that both
hospital staff and patients are prepared for interventions. This is especially true if the interventions involve the patient
losing their ability to participate in decisions about their care (such as ventillation). We use the publicly-available
MIMIC III database [14] to create latent patient representations without discriminative training, and subsequently
target early prediction of common ICU interventions: vasopressors administration, mechanical ventilation, and trans-
fusions.

Previous work on early prediction has focused on training discriminative classifiers for specific outcomes or specific
subpopulations. For example, [11] trained models to predict time to septic shock onset, and [20] attempted to predict
hypotensive episodes using hand-engineered aggregates. In this work, we use a general unsupervised approach to learn
the physiological state of the patient. Our approach consistently improves prediction for five diverse interventions.

Based on these results, we believe that intervention predictions can be made based on unsupervised patterns learned
from a much broader ICU cohort, without significant manual cohort and feature design. Our specific contributions are:

1. Creating an unsupervised representation from a large cohort of ICU patients useful for a variety of tasks;

2. Evaluating our features on five distinct ICU intervention tasks - each of which has associated clinical risk; and

3. Investigating the validity of the latent states on intervention tasks, based both on the weights associated with our
chosen intervention tasks and post-hoc analysis of the commonly emitted physiological data from the states.

1Authors MG, MW, and MCH contributed equally to this work.



2 Background and Related Work

Unlike most previous modeling efforts, our work learns an unsupervised model of patient dynamics which generalizes
across interventions, rather than an intervention-specific model.

2.1 ICU Interventions

We focus on the early prediction of interventions as a tool for planning care and managing future risks. We evaluate
our unsupervised state representation on the prediction of five ICU treatments: ventilation, vasopressor administration,
and three transfusions. All treatments come with inherent risks, and these interventions span a wide severity of
need in critical care. Mechanical ventilation is commonly used when a patient requires assistance for breathing.
However, ventilation has many potential complications, leading clinicians to try and predict the earliest time that a
patient can resume spontaneous breathing [45]. Further, small changes in the timing and setting of the ventilation
can make large differences in patient outcomes [38]. Vasopressors are also commonly used in the ICU, but few
controlled clinical trials have documented improved outcomes from their use [24], and it may even be harmful in some
populations [5]. Transfusions are used in many medical conditions, but have been associated with immunological
reactions and infection. For example, red blood cell transfusions have previously been associated with increased
mortality in certain populations [23], and fresh frozen plasma transfusions have been associated with increased risk of
developing acute lung injury [25]. There is a further question about the efficacy of transfusions - e.g., in the case of
prophylactic use of plasma [37] and platelet transfusions [36]- and best way to combine various blood products [12].

2.2 Clinical Modeling

Current ICU practice evaluates patient acuity using scoring systems like SAPS II [19], SOFA [40], or APACHE [17].
However, these scores are based on fixed time intervals (often the first 24 hours after admission) and do not incorporate
evolving clinical data. Such scores are also evaluated at a single end point, such as in-hospital mortality or mortality
28 days post-discharge. These risk scores are thus unable to capture the different ways in which a patient may be ill.

One common approach in clinical machine learning is to implicitly capture time within the feature space using con-
catenation during some phase of the model learning. This can be done using statistical aggregation of variables over
different time ranges [13; 15], creating multiple models for outcome evaluation at different timepoints [6; 9], or devel-
oping models that reduce time series data into a smaller space [10; 4; 22].

While discrete states can be interpreted as separable stages of health, several authors have used continuous latent
states popularized by linear dynamical systems (LDS) models, also known as “Kalman filters”. Quinn et al. [30] have
used switching factorial LDS models for infant care, but focused on identifying measurement errors like disconnected
probes. Other LDS efforts include Caballero Barajas and Akella [3], who predicted patient mortality via an LDS model
and Lehman et al. [21], who developed a high-order switching autoregressive LDS model also for mortality prediction
with a reduced variable and patient set from MIMIC. Recently, Krishnan et al. [18] developed a deep architecture
for training Kalman filter models with an applied focus on diabetes treatments. None of these approaches, however,
attempt to predict actionable interventions, which is a core focus of our work.

Existing work to predict the intervention onset in the ICU has involved smaller ICU populations or targeted outcome
training. Karkouti et al. [16] developed a logistic regression model to predict the need for blood transfusion in 1007
coronary artery bypass graft patients, and obtained a training set AUC of 0.86 on their training set (no test set AUC
was reported). More recently, demographic and admission variables from 1,016 trauma patients were used to train
a backpropagation neural network to predict the number of units of PRBC, FFP, and platelets transfused for each
patient over various time spans (during the first 2 hours, 6 hours, 24 hours, etc.) for a best mean absolute error of
7.02 blood product units [43]. For vasopressor use, Fialho et al. [6] used a subset of the MIMIC II patients receiving
fluid resuscitation (2944 adult ICU patients), and attempted to predict subsequent vasopressor administration within 2
hours using a general model and two disease-based models. The general patient model achieved an AUC of 0.79 ±
0.02, and the disease-models had AUCs of 0.82 ± 0.02 for pneumonia and 0.83 ± 0.03 for pancreatitis. Salgado et al.
[34] trained an ensemble fuzzy modeling to predict the need of vasopressors administration in septic shock patients



(the same dataset as Fialho et al. [6]) and obtained an AUC of 0.85 ± 0.01 in the general population. Wu et al. [44]
developed a switching-state autoregressive model on 4,331 patients who were administered vasopressors, and achieved
an AUC of 0.88 ± 0.0061 with a 4 hour gap on 15,695 ICU patients.

3 Data

All data comes from the publicly-available MIMIC-III database [14]. This dataset contains static and dynamic in-
formation for nearly 60,000 patients treated in the critical care units of the Beth-Israel Deaconess Medical Center
(BIDMC) in Boston between 2001-2012. Our experiments use MIMIC-III version 1.4, released in September 2016.

3.1 Cohort Selection

Our cohort contains adult patients over the age of 15 (we leave analysis of pediatric patients to future work). We also
excluded patients with less than 6 hours or more than 360 hours of data to avoid fundamentally sicker patients, and
focus instead on those with good chances of recovery due to interventions. These exclusion criteria are much less
stringent than those used in previous work [13; 15]. After filtering by these criteria, we achieved a final cohort of
36,050 patients. Table 1 summarizes the rates of interventions across a typical 80% training and 20% heldout split of
our cohort (several splits of the same proportions are used for later analyses).

Intervention Training Training Heldout Heldout
Num Positive Num Control Num Positive Num Control

Vasopressor 6987 21865 1737 5461
Red blood cell transfusion 19171 9681 4776 2422

Fresh frozen plasma transfusion 2759 26093 620 6578
Platelet transfusion 27818 1034 6944 254

Mechanical Ventilation 13710 15142 3393 3805

Table 1: The total counts of positive and control patients in our cohort for each of our 5 interventions.

3.2 Data Types and Pre-processing

For each patient n in our N patient cohort, we extracted three arrays from the MIMIC-III dataset: a time series of
clinical observations xn, a time series of clinical intervention labels yn, and static observations sn.

Per-timestep clinical observations - xn. The clinical variable array xn = [xn1 xn2 . . . xnt . . . xnTn
] contains

18 measurements at each timestep t. These 18 measurements consist of 7 vital signs: heart-rate (hr), mean arterial
blood pressure (meanbp), peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (spo2); fraction of inspired oxygen (fio2), temper-
ature (temp), spontaneous respiration rate (rr), and urine output. These signals are produced by bedside monitors
once per second, but often stored only once every 5-60 minutes based on nurse-validated confirmation in the clinical
information system. We extract these nurse-validated values directly from MIMIC III. Also included are 11 labora-
tory measurements: blood urea nitrogen (bun), creatinine, glucose, bicarbonate, hematocrit (hct), lactate, magnesium,
platelets, potassium, sodium, and white blood cell count (wbc). These data are produced when blood samples are sent
to the laboratory by the clinical staff.

Each measurement’s raw data is preprocessed independently by z-scoring across all patients, so each column of the
resulting data x has zero mean and unit variance. We apply this z-scoring procedure to all reported laboratory values,
and leave per-lab scaling via clinical reference ranges to future work.

Per-timestep intervention labels - yn. There are many potential interventions available in ICU data. We examine five
ICU interventions: mechanical ventilation, vasopressor administration, red blood cell transfusion, fresh frozen plasma
transfusion, and platelet transfusion. These interventions represent a range of common ICU interventions with varying
levels of trade-off in their use (see Section 2.1).
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Figure 1: Illustration of data processing pipeline. (1) We extract vital signs and lab results (xn) are extracted from
the database for a filtered selection of patients. (2) A switching-state autoregressive model is used the model the time
series, generating belief states bn (the probability of each state at each time). (3) Static features are extracted for all
patients (sn) - these are based on admission data and do not change over the course of the subject’s stay. (4) Given
three possible sets of features for each timestep t and patient n - sn, xnt, and bnt - we train a classifier to predict the
per-timestep outcome of interest ynt (e.g. vasopressor administration). Our system predicts the outcome ynt using
features from either the immediately previous timestep fn,(t−1), or some further delay fn,(t−d).

We denote recorded interventions for patient n via the binary time-series yn = [yn1 yn2 . . . ynt . . . ynT ]. Each value
ynt indicates whether or not each of the interventions were performed at time t. Intervention variables were post-
processed to recover continuous segments of administration and non-administration: ventilation gaps were interpolated
for gaps of fewer than 8 hours, vasopressors for gaps fewer than 4 hours, and transfusions for gaps fewer than 2 hours.
The gap times were based on the recommendations of the MIMIC team, and the BIDMC clinical staff’s understanding
of the periodicity of interventions in practice.

Static observations - sn. The patient’s static vector sn contained the patient’s demographic information: age at
admission, admitting weight, admitting height, body mass index (BMI), gender and first ICU service type (MIC’S,
medical care unit; SICU, surgical care unit; CCU, cardiac care unit; CSRU, cardiac-surgery recovery unit). Missing
values for weight, height and BMI were imputed using the patient’s single nearest neighbor according to L1 distance
to other patients (future work could explore better distance measures). All other values were fully present.

4 Methods

Given a cohort of N patients each with associated data {xn, yn, sn}Nn=1, we propose a two-stage analysis pipeline:
unsupervised modeling followed by supervised prediction of interventions. First, we employ a switching state space
model to discover useful temporal patterns within observed patient trajectories {xn}Nn=1. The goal here is to discover
a latent representation which is compact yet usefully captures the key dynamic trends found in patient data. In the
second stage, we use trained belief states to predict intervention onset.

Switching state space models. Switching state space models are widely-used for unsupervised probabilistic model-
ing of time-series. The simplest possible model is the standard hidden Markov model (HMM), which is introduced in
Rabiner’s classic tutorial [32] as well as in other more modern tutorials [8; 35]. Standard HMMs assume each observed
sequence xn with length Tn can be generated in two steps. First, generate a hidden state sequence zn = [zn1 . . . znTn

]
via a first-order Markov chain over a discrete state space of size K. The parameters of this stage are the starting-state
probability vector π0 and transition probability vectors {πk}Kk=1 for each possible state. We sample the discrete state
assigned to the first timestep (t = 1) as zn1 ∼ Cat(π0), where Cat denotes the categorical distribution. Then, each
successive discrete state assignment at timestep t is drawn conditioned on state assigned to the previous timestep t−1:
znt ∼ Cat(πznt−1

). In the second stage, conditioning on the full state sequence zn we generate each observation
xnt ∈ RD independently from an emission model with density F : p(xnt|znt = k, φk) = F (xn|φk). The parameter
of this density φk is selected by the state assigned to the current timestep (k = znt).



Autoregressive emission models. Many HMM extensions focus on autoregressive (AR) emission models which
use previous observations as well as current state to parameterize the emission model [31; 7]. This choice is relevant
for our ICU application because it allows each learned state to represent a trend in physiological evolution, such as
rapid improvement or slow decay, rather than just a static, state-specific mean and covariance provided by a standard
Gaussian emission model. Our chosen first-order AR model generates observations xnt at timesteps t = 1, 2, . . . Tn:

xnt|xnt−1, znt = k ∼ N (xnt|Akxnt−1 + µk,Σk). (1)

The parameters φk = {Ak, µk,Σk} for state k are regression coefficient matrix Ak, mean offset µk, and covariance
matrix Σk. These quantities are learned from data. We assume that for each sequence, the observation xn0 at time
t = 0 has a known, fixed value (the first hour of patient data), and is not a random variable generated by this model.

Training state space models. Several training procedures are possible for learning switching-state autoregressive
model parameters π0, {πk, φk}Kk=1 from data {xn}Nn=1. Common Bayesian approaches include Markov chain Monte
Carlo sampling methods [35] and variational optimization methods [42]. We follow a standard variational Bayesian
approach for training our HMMs [2]. We found K = 10 states made reasonable predictions while keeping the state
space compact and thus easy to interpret by manual inspection. Future work could explore using more states.

To verify robustness, we also confirmed that training using the pipeline of [44], which discretizes x and applies a
naive Bayes emission model instead of our continuous AR Gaussian emission model, leads to similar AUC results.
We present the AR Gaussian emission model because there is no loss of information due to discretization.

Feature extraction using state space models. Given a trained state-space model, which is defined by the parame-
ters π0, {πk, φk}Kk=1, we can represent each observed time-series by its associated forward-looking belief sequence
[bn1, . . . bnt . . . bnTn

], where each time-interval-specific vector bnt gives the probability that each possible state is used:

bnt = [bnt1 . . . bntK ], s.t. btnk ≥ 0,
∑K

k=1 bntk = 1, and bntk , p(znt = k|π0, {πk, φk}Kk=1}, xn1, . . . xnt) (2)

This quantity can be easily computed using dynamic programming [32], with runtime cost O(TnK
2). We deliberately

choose to use the forward-looking belief in Eq. (2), rather than the full-sequence belief p(znt = k|xn1 . . . xnTn
),

because in our ICU application we need to make predictions as time unfolds, rather than retrospectively.

Onset classification task. Our chosen onset prediction task for ICU interventions is a binary classification task, where
at each one-hour interval of the patient’s stay in the hospital, we must predict whether to apply the intervention or not.
We treat each of our 5 interventions as a separate event and train a separate classifier for each.

The number of hours in advance an accurate prediction can be made is a critical consideration for planning hospital
staffing and preparing patients both physically and mentally. We thus study performance at various levels of delay d
between the target timestep t where intervention ynt might occur and the earlier timestep t− d where features fn(t−d)

(such as raw observations x or beliefs b) are extracted. Larger values of delay d have more difficult predictions. We
consider delay values of 1, 2, 4, and 8 hours, where the interval between each of our timesteps is one hour.

For training and testing, we assemble datasets from our full cohort of data for N patients. If sequence n contains no
positive instance of the intervention, we use the entire sequence. Otherwise, we include only timesteps until the first
positive intervention. Sequences with positive examples which occur too soon (within the first 6 hours) were discarded,
so that all training examples represent patients with sufficient time inside the ICU before intervention occurred. These
criteria prevents our classifier from being trained or evaluated during situations where its decisions about whether to
intervene are not needed. Assembling all timesteps meeting this criteria generally creates a very unbalanced dataset
with many more negative than positive examples. We can rectify this by appropriately modifying the cost function of
our classifier to weight each class’ examples according to the inverse of the class frequency in the training set.

Classifier Training. Our onset classification pipeline for intervention c at delay of d hours consumes as input the
tuple {fn(t−d), yntc} for each timestep t in the evaluation dataset. The feature vectors fn(t−d) represent the delayed
input vectors provided to the classifier, while the binary labels yntc indicate the presence or absence of intervention c.

Given this data, we consider 5 possible random splits of the data, where each patient’s data belongs to a single split. For
each split, we train a Logistic Regression binary classifier using a cost function which imposes L2 shrinkage penalties



on the weight parameters and accounts for unbalanced class weights. We use nested cross-validation to identify the
cost parameter which maximizes area-under-the-ROC-curve (AUC) for the heldout set. Our implementation uses the
popular Python library sci-kit learn [29]. For each intervention c, we report in Fig. 2 the AUC as well standard error
estimates obtained by bootstrapping across the five random splits of data.

5 Results

5.1 Quantitative Results

We compare our feature representations across increasing prediction gaps for intervention onset classification in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: AUC scores for different features predicting the onset of each intervention at a delay of d ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} hours
ahead of the current timestep. Features: Each bar color denotes one feature or feature concatenation: static observa-
tions s (10 dimensions using one-hot encoding), dynamic time-series observations x (18 dimensions), and belief state
vectors b (K = 10 dimensions) from the switching state model in Eq. (2). Interventions: fresh-frozen-plasma transfu-
sion (ffp), platelet transfusion, red-blood-cell (rbc) transfusion, vasopressor administration, and ventilator intubation.

Belief features plus observations yield best performance. Using our unsupervised belief features b together with raw
observations led to the best performance (b+s+x) as compared to the static observations s and dynamic observations
x alone. This improvement was noticeable for all interventions except red blood cell transfusions. This indicates that
our unsupervised belief states are capturing important differences between patients who are never an intervention and
those who are, and that they are useful for predicting these and likely other clinical interventions.



While belief states alone are not powerful predictors, they still perform above chance (AUC = 0.5) for all 5 inter-
ventions. We do not expect belief features to always perform well alone because they are trained in an unsupervised
manner to capture the dynamics of patient observations, that is how patient observations change, rather than the values
of the observations themselves. We see that such dynamical information is often useful—we find a representation that
generalizes across interventions—but not always needed.

Prediction quality drops slightly with increasing delay, but still remain well above chance even 8 hours ahead.
Our best feature set for vasopressors achieves above 0.8 AUC for 1-hour ahead predictions, and remains above 0.7 AUC
for 8-hours ahead predictions. Similarly, our best features achieve achieve AUC above 0.65 for ventilator intubation
and above 0.7 for fresh frozen plasma and red-blood-cell transfusions across all delay values (1, 2, 4, and 8 hours).

There is no direct comparison for our results for most of the interventions as prior work has all focused on very small
datasets, or has not reported test set AUCs. The best result for vasopressor onset prediction was obtained by [44]:
AUC of 0.88 ± 0.0061 with a 4 hour gap. While this model was evaluated on a total patient cohort of 15,695 ICU
patients, their model was trained on the subset of 4,331 patients who were administered vasopressors. Our model uses
a larger, more general cohort, and achieves a performance of 0.78 without a biased focus on vasopressor patients.

Non-linear classifiers do not easily improve heldout AUC. Finally, brief tests indicate that heldout predictions are
not noticeably improved by using more sophisticated random forest classifiers (RF) which use non-linear decision
boundaries instead of the linear boundaries our chosen faster-to-train, easier-to-interpret logistic regression classifier
(LR). For heldout vasopressor intervention prediction at a 2 hour delay using the static and dynamic observed features
s + x, RF has AUC of 0.63 while LR in Fig. 2 has 0.77. Similarly, at 8 hour delay, RF gives 0.56 while LR has
an AUC of 0.72. Numbers for other interventions showed similar lack of improvement over the baseline LR. These
numbers indicate significant overfitting for the RF methods. While well-known strategies exist to try to mitigate such
overfitting, our focus is on rapid prototyping to identify promising representations, not classifiers.

5.2 Qualitative Results.

The goal of this work was to create unsupervised representations of multi-dimensional physiological signals, and ex-
amine how they relate to important ICU interventions. One interesting question is whether there are identifiable or
interpretable known clinical states that may correspond to our learned representations. We investigate this by exam-
ining the belief states for interpretability post-hoc, and identifying belief states that enriched for particular outcomes.
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Figure 3: Learned classifier weights for each belief state under each separate intervention task, using fixed delay of 1
hour. The learned set of K = 10 hidden states is indexed by an integer from 0, 1, . . . 9. Large weight values indicate a
state’s presence will cause the logistic regression classifier to raise the probability of the intervention.



Fig. 3 shows the weight coefficients which the trained logistic regression model associated with each of the 10 belief
states, along with error bars drawn from separate training across 5 possible folds of the dataset. For example, we show
that belief state 3 is strongly associated with needing mechanical ventilation (weight = 1.51), state 9 is associated
with a need for vasopressors (weight = 2.92) and a fresh frozen plasma transfusion (weight = 2.74), and belief state
6 is associated with platelet transfusions (weight = 2.76). We emphasize that our belief states were learned with an
unsupervised switching state model, so there was no discriminative signal driving these associations.

To develop more intuition about the belief states, we also examine the emissions from each belief state. For each
state k, we select timesteps with a significant belief mass (bntk > 0.3) and averaged the values of the associated raw
observations xnt. As shown in Figure 4, belief state 9 has an increased lactate level, as well as a lowered SpO2 and
bicarbonate level. Given these values, one possibility is that belief state 9 captures a general physiological decline
as increased lactate has previously been associated with increased mortality [27] and proposed as a biomarker for
physiological stress [26], and lowered bicarbonate levels have been associated with acute hyperventilation [1]. Its
possible that further investigation of this state would correlate it with other negative outcomes - perhaps even mortality.

Looking at the other states, we found state 4 represented increased white blood cell count and glucose level; previous
work has associated such counts with worsening insulin sensitivity - which can predict the development of Type 2
Diabetes [41]. While we did not focus on identifying chronic disease subpopulations, this would be a promising future
direction. Meanwhile, state 8 showed increased urine output and decreased temperature; this could be indicative of
cold-induced diuresis in patients recieving therapeutic hypothermia post surgery [33].

Figure 4: Average value of dynamic features xnt assigned to timesteps strongly associated with state index 9. Values
are z-score standardized per variable. State 9 had very low observed spo2 and bicarbonate levels as compared to other
states. Lactate levels were the highest observed across all states - no other state had significant positive lactate z-scores.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

As intensive care units play more expansive roles in acute hospital care, understanding the benefits and pitfalls of
common clinical interventions is critical. This is especially important as ICU staff are required to make decisions
about patient treatment in real-time for heterogeneous populations. Electronic health records of patient vital signs and
interventions offer an opportunity to quantify patient need for, and response to, these interventions.

We trained unsupervised switching state autoregressive models on patient vital signs and evaluated our model on the
prediction of five ICU treatments. Our belief states contributed toward intervention prediction in all five settings despite
the fundamental differences in the interventions. Much current work focuses on building discriminative classifiers for a
particular combination of patient cohort and prediction target. Learning robust representations of patient state without
a targeted outcome could provide the foundations for future work suggesting therapy paths in clinical settings.

Many natural paths exist for future work: including studying other interventions, analyzing pediatric rather than adult
patients, predicting when patients are ready to stop (or wean) an intervention, and trying other learned representations
which better capture the physiological states of real patients.
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